We use data collected in the National Comorbidity Survey -Adolescent (NCS-A) to develop a methodology to estimate the small-area prevalence of serious emotional distress (SED) in schools in the United States, exploiting the clustering of the main NCS-A sample by school.
INTRODUCTION
In the United States, mental disorders collectively account for more than 15 percent of the overall burden of disease from all causes, slightly more than the burden associated with all forms of cancer (Murray and Lopez 1996) . An important reason for the significance of mental disorders is that they have a dramatically earlier age-of-onset distribution than other commonly occurring and seriously impairing chronic conditions. The importance of early onset is leading health policymakers and epidemiologists to focus on the prevalence and correlates of these disorders among children and adolescents to facilitate intervention for prevention and early treatment. If the prevalence of mental illness varies significantly across schools and geographical regions, providing reliable small area (e.g., state, county, or school) estimates of prevalence will have crucial value in mental health treatment planning and resource allocation. Since clinical diagnosis of mental disorders is very expensive, it is worthwhile to study the feasibility of predicting the small-area prevalences of mental disorders from various short screening scales.
The National Comorbidity Survey -Adolescent (NCS-A) is the first nationally representative general population survey in the U.S. to evaluate the mental health of adolescents using a fully structured research diagnostic interview (Kessler et al. 2009a; Kessler et al. 2009b ).
The NCS-A instrument includes both extensive diagnostic assessments of the individual disorders and associated mental distress that determine the diagnosis of the serious emotional distress (SED), and a short (6-item) screening scale, the K6 (Kessler and Mroczec 1994) .
The NCS-A provides a unique opportunity for developing a methodology for bivariate smallarea estimation of SED prevalence from the K6, which is highly desirable when small-area data include only short screening scales but not a full diagnostic interview. Such data arise from a number of other national surveys of adults, such as the CDC's Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) and the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), and could be collected by schools in adolescent health screening surveys. "Small-area estimation" (SAE) refers to any method that produces estimates for domains for which sample sizes are inadequate to produce direct estimates of adequate precision.
Comprehensive reviews of SAE models can be found in Ghosh and Rao (1994) , Rao (2003) , and Jiang and Lahiri (2006) . Bayesian SAE methods are reviewed in Ghosh and Natarajan (1999) and Nandram (2000) . In SAE, the choice of models depends on the nature of the data available, particularly the level of detail at which the target and auxiliary variables (covariates) are measured, and the theoretically and empirically justified forms of relationships among the variables. Univariate SAE models have been well developed (e.g., Fay and Herriot 1979; Fuller and Harter 1987; Ghosh et al. 1998 ; among others). Multivariate models have been also widely studied and applied (e.g., DeSouza 1992; Datta et al. 1996; Datta et al. 1998; Raghunathan et al. 2007) .
In this report, we propose a methodology for bivariate SAE and apply it to the NCS-A to provide general prediction rules for the prevalence of SED from the K6 short screening scale in the NCS-A and similar mental health surveys. Most of the existing multivariate SAE methods deal with the situation where all outcomes are observed in each domain. In our study, however, only one outcome (the K6) is observed outside a relatively small calibration sample. Instead, using a model estimated from the calibration sample, we predict the small area quantities of another (missing) outcome (SED) from the observed one. In Section 2 we introduce statistical models for multivariate SAE for both continuous and binary outcomes.
We analyze the NCS-A data and obtain prediction equations for SED based on K6 scores and covariates in Section 3. In Section 4 we evaluate the results through simulations. Section 5 concludes with a discussion.
MODELS AND ESTIMATION

Models
We first describe models for bivariate hierarchical data with a two-level structure, where individual (i, j)(j = 1, ..., J i ) belongs to cluster i (i = 1, ..., I). Each individual has two continuous outcomes Y ijm (m = 1, 2), with corresponding vectors of covariates (both individuallevel and cluster-level), X ijm . The continuous outcome Y ij2 might observed, or might be latent but dichotomized to generate an observed binary outcome Y ij3 . Such binary measurements occur commonly in epidemiology and other fields, arising either from dichotomizing a measured continuous scale or from an algorithm or observation procedure that is not based on observable scale, such as a diagnostic algorithm requiring a particular combination of criteria to be satisfied or based on clinical judgement.
For two continuous outcomes (Y 1 , Y 2 ), we assume the two-level bivariate random effects model
and
Parameters ρ e , ρ v are the correlations between the error terms of the two outcomes, which might be related to different sets of covariates. Model (1) is a natural extension of the univariate nested error regression model of Fuller and Harter (1987) , applied by Battese, Harter, and Fuller (1988) to estimate county crop areas.
For a continuous outcome Y 1 and a binary outcome Y 3 , in addition to model (1), we assume that
and fix σ 2 e2 = 1. In this case Y 2 is merely a latent variable and not an observable outcome as in model (1). The above formulation is equivalent to a generalized linear mixed model (Breslow and Clayton 1993) for Y ij3 with probit link,
Other link functions, such as the logistic link, can be assumed. We choose the probit link mainly for its computational simplicity since the corresponding latent variable model is a hierarchical normal linear model like (1).
In our analysis of the NCS-A, the continuous measure Y 1 is a modified K6 score (described in Sec. 3.1). We consider two alternative versions of the diagnostic outcome (described further in Sec. 3.1). In one, the continuous outcome Y 2 is the probit transformation of the probability of SED predicted by a set of diagnostic measurements in a probit model derived in a separate analysis. The probit transformation of probability of SED, i.e., the linear predictor of SED in the probit model, fits model (1) better than the untransformed probability, because its distribution is less skewed. In this case the small-area inferences of interest involve means of the transformed value Φ(Y 2 ), which are predicted rate of SED. A second analysis dichotomizes the predicted probability of SED to obtain a binary outcome Y 3 .
The two-level models can be easily extended to incorporate higher multilevel structure, e.g., a third level for the sampling strata in the NCS-A. Model (1), for instance, can be extended to a three-level random effects model by adding a third-level random effect u,
where (u i1 , u i2 ) ∼ N (0, Σ u ) and
Model fitting
Estimation approaches for generalized linear mixed models like (1) and (2) include empirical Bayes (EB) (Morris 1983) , empirical best linear unbiased prediction (EBLUP) (Harville and Jeske 1992) and hierarchical Bayes (HB) (Gelfand and Smith 1990; Albert and Chib 1993) .
We have selected the latter approach, which enables us to separate the model-fitting and prediction steps and account for parameter uncertainty in the latter through simulation using draws from the former.
In the HB approach, a prior distribution is specified for each model parameter, θ = (β, Σ e , Σ v ), and draws from the posterior distributions of these parameters are used to estimate posterior distributions, summarized by posterior means and variances. For fixed effects β, we assume independent uninformative (improper) uniform priors: β ∝ 1. For the covariance matrices Σ at both individual and cluster level, we assume the conventional inverse (2) is greatly simplified by the probit link, which is available in the software we used, MLwiN 2.02 (Browne 2005 
tinct population of clusters in which we have data on Y 1 and auxiliary variables X 1 , X 2 for a "survey sample" of individuals of each cluster and auxiliary variables for the "target population" of individuals in the cluster, but not Y 2 or Y 3 . Thus, our application differs from most others in which hierarchical models are used for small-area estimation in that even within the survey sample in which Y 1 is observed, prediction is still required for the quantity of interest Y 2 or Y 3 . Specifically, in our application we have data on both the short K6 scale and an extensive diagnostic interview to assess SED in the NCS-A. Using these data to estimate model parameters θ, we want to predict the school-level average SED prevalence, for schools in a distinct new sample where only the K6 is collected. We substitute estimates of θ and the auxiliary information Y 1 , X 1 , X 2 into formulas that are derived in this section to obtain these small-area estimates. Uncertainty about the model parameters is taken into account by combining the posterior draws of θ.
We consider two cases differing in the assumed relationship between the survey sample for which Y 1 is measured and the target population for which Y 2 or Y 3 must be predicted.
In the first case, the sample is distinct from the target population, but within the same cluster. The goal is to predict Y 2 or Y 3 for the unsampled units. One reason for the practical importance of this case is that if the sample constitutes only a small part of the target popu-lation (as when a sample of 200 students is screened out of a school with 1500 enrolled), this "out-of-sample" prediction will be a good approximation to the analysis that correctly takes into account that some cases are "in sample" and some are not, yielding an upper bound on variance, analogous to ignoring the finite population correction in ordinary analysis of surveys. In the second case, the target population is equal to or a subset of the survey sample in the cluster; Y 1 is measured for every individual and we want to predict the other, missing measurement Y 2 for the same or a subset of individuals in the survey sample ("in-sample" prediction). In terms of the analytical models (1) and (2), in the out-of-sample prediction, one first estimates v 1 from outcome Y 1 in the sample, from which v 2 can be predicted. The individual errors e 2 of the target population, distinct from the sample, are independent of the predicted v i2 (Figure 1(a) ). This independence no longer holds for in-sample prediction where correlation between Y 1 and Y 2 at both the individual and cluster levels must be con- We first consider in-sample small-area prediction. Let J i1 , J i2 be the sizes of the survey sample and the target population in the cluster, respectively, which are not necessarily equal.
In-sample smallarea prediction involves the conditional distribution of the sum of random effects, t ijm = v im + e ijm , given data and parameters, for which the sufficient statistics are Y ij1 and the mean of other Y 1 's in the same cluster,
with
It is useful to write t ijm = s im + w ijm , where
the second-level mean random effect and w ijm = e ijm −ē im is the first-level residual random effect. Then s and w are conditionally independent, w ijm ⊥ s im | (D i , θ), and we can show
, which we call the "prediction coefficient". The conditional meanμ si can be interpreted as the regression of s 2 on s 1 estimated by residuals, with shrinkage for estimation of s 1 . Then jμ tij /J i1 =μ si and
The predicted second-level mean,Ȳ i2 , is:
with predictive variance the sum of two terms:
Expectations with respect to θ can be estimated by simulation or approximated by substituting the posterior means of the parameters. The second term also can be estimated by simulation,
for several random draws of θ and then the empirical variance. In our application, this term contributed little to the total variance, but we suggest simulations to check the magnitude of this term in other applications.
When the main interest is in the transformed outcome Φ(Y ij2 ), the formula can be simplified by the expression:
small-area prediction of the individual-level Φ(Y ij2 ) can be derived as follows
The last equation follows the standardization of the conditional normal distribution t ij2 + z.
The second-level mean,P i2 = Φ(Y ij2 )/J i2 , can be obtained by averaging the individual estimates in the cluster, or be approximated by integrating over the normal approximation to the population distribution of the individual-level covariates X ij2 andμ tij in cluster i, i.e.,
where σ 2 xi ,σ 2 µi can be estimated by their empirical counterpart. Although the sample distribution of X ij2 β 2 is often not exactly normal, simulations suggest that approximation (10) is reasonably accurate even for a non-normal linear predictor as long as σ 2 xi < 0.5.
The predictive variance ofP in i2 can be approximated by a first order Taylor expansion. Due to the curvature of Φ in the tails, such an approximation, however, is accurate only for small values ofσ 2 si (< 0.1). A second order Taylor expansion might improve the estimation, but involves an overly complex formula that lacks intuitive interpretation. Instead, a simple alternative based on simulation gives satisfactory results in applications. To obtain predictive intervals, we randomly draw oneṡ from f (s i2 |D i , θ) and J i2ẇ 's from f (w ij2 |D i , θ) for each cluster. The individual linear prediction is thenŶ in ij2 = X ij2 β 2 +ṡ +ẇ, from which the simulated transformed outcomes Φ(Y 2 ) or the second-level means can be calculated. Repeating this N (e.g. 1000) times, the posterior variance and predictive intervals are given by the empirical variance, and (2.5%, 97.5%) quantiles of the N draws.
Prediction of the binary outcome Y ij3 from Y ij1 and the parameters θ of model (2) must take into account the nonlinearity of the probit link function. Using the same trick as in equation (9), we havê
with e ij2 ∼ N (0, 1). Analogous to the transformed continuous outcome, the second-level mean,Ȳ i3 = j Y ij3 /J i2 , can be approximated by either randomly drawing J i2 outcomes with Bernoulli probabilitiesP in ij3 and averaging them, or by integrating over the normal approximation to the population distribution of the individual-level covariates X ij2 andμ tij in
The predictive interval ofȲ i3 can be obtained using the same simulation procedure as in the continuous case.
A measure of the accuracy of the small-area estimation procedure is the "reliability", defined as the prior-to-posterior proportional reduction in variance of
where ζ = 1 means perfect prediction and ζ = 0 means that the small-area data for Y 1 is completely uninformative. From (6),
High correlations of both first-level and second-level random effects between the two outcomes, large observed sample size and large target population size all contribute to high reliability, approaching ρ 2 v as J i1 , J i2 → ∞. When the ratios of variances of second-level to first-level random effects for the two outcomes are similar, σ
, larger ratios lead to greater reliability. Otherwise, the relation between the ratios and the reliability is a complex function of ρ e , ρ v , J i1 , J i2 .
Formulas for bivariate prediction and reliability for three-level models can be derived by analogous arguments.
An important special case of the in-sample prediction is for individuals (J i2 = 1), as when responses to the screening scale are used to identify individuals with high predicted Y 2 for further evaluation. The mean score in the cluster affects the prediction for an individual through the second term of (4), reflecting the information they contain about the random effect v i2 . Hence two individuals with identical scores Y ij1 might have differing predictions when the mean levels in their clusters are taken into account.
Out-of-sample small-area prediction
Formulae for out-of-sample small-area prediction can be readily derived from those for insample prediction. In this case, random effects e ij1 and e ij 2 are independent for (i, j) in the survey sample and (i, j ) in the target population, since the two are disjoint. This independence can be modeled by setting ρ e = 0 in (1). The key to the out-of-sample analysis is the
. In fact, the discussion in the previous section applies directly to out-of-sample prediction, where one replaces the components of (s, w) by the corresponding ones of (v, e) under ρ e = 0.
Specifically, replacingμ tij andμ si byμ vi ,σ 2 wi by σ 2 e2 , andσ 2 µi by 0 in formulas (7)- (12), we obtain the corresponding out-of-sample small-area prediction formulas. Reliability is obtained by setting ρ e = 0 in (13) and is always less than that for the in-sample prediction as long as ρ v , ρ e > 0.
APPLICATION TO NCS-A DATA
Data
Between August 2001 and August 2002, the NCS-A administered face-to-face diagnostic interviews to 10,148 adolescents in the age range 13 to 18 years. The survey consists of two distinct samples: 9,244 students at a sample of schools and 904 adolescents in households that participated in a preceding survey of adults. Since our objective is small-area estimation for schools, we only use the data from the school sample. A stratified sample of two primary sampling units (PSUs) per geographical stratum was drawn, and then a probability-proportional-to-size sample of schools in each sampled PSU; non-cooperating sampled schools were replaced with similar substitutes. Finally, a sample of students in the eligible age range, stratified by age, was drawn from each participating school. We removed data from schools with fewer than 10 students, giving a sample of 9,022 students, drawn from 282 schools grouped into 42 geographically-defined sampling strata, which constitutes a three-level hierarchical structure (Kessler et al. 2009a; Kessler et al. 2009b ).
The diagnostic instrument used in the NCS-A is a modification of the World Health Organization's Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI; World Health Organization, 1997) appropriate for adolescents (CIDI-A) (Merikangas et al. 2008) . The definition of SED includes serious impairment, defined as a score on the Clinical Global Assessment of Functioning (CGAF) below 50. Because the CGAF requires administration by a clinical interviewer rather than the lay interviewers of the NCS-A, it was not included in the CIDI-A instrument but was administered in a smaller validation sample (n = 347). We then fitted a probit model for the probability of SED as a function of variables available in the CIDI-A instrument, including diagnoses, disorder-specific impairment items, and personality scales. Details of this model are described elsewhere (Green et al. 2009 ).
The NCS-A instrument also included a short screening scale, the K6 (Kessler and Mroczec 1994) , consisting of six short questions on mental health during the past 30 days: "how often did you feel (1) nervous; (2) hopeless; (3) restless or fidgety; (4) so depressed that nothing could cheer you up; (5) everything was an effort; (6) worthless?" Each item uses a frequency response scale coded from 0 (never) to 4 (all the time). The standard K6 score is the sum of the six items. In this study we used a modified K6 score that supplements the standard six-item K6 with five additional items that improve its sensitivity (at the individual level) for detection of externalizing disorders that are often missed by the standard K6 (Green et al. 2009 ); we henceforth refer to this modified scale simply as the K6. We explored unequallyweighted scores and quadratic functions of this score and found that they did not improve on the summed scale as a predictor of SED. This summary of mental status is easy to obtain, and corresponds to outcome Y 1 in our analysis. The outcomes Y 2 and Y 3 correspond to measures of SED based on the full CIDI-A instrument. Because the CIDI-A instrument only generates a predicted probability of SED rather than a strict determination, as described above, we illustrate two approaches to modeling SED. In one we define Y 2 as the linear predictor in a probit model for probability of SED, and thus Φ(Y 2 ) is the continuous SED score, as mentioned earlier. In the second, we defined a binary variable Y 3 by dichotomizing the predicted probabilities at a cutpoint chosen to make SED prevalence match that obtained by clinical assessments in the clinical validation sample, a common (but not necessarily efficient) procedure in psychiatry epidemiology.
The NCS-A collects a large set of covariates at both the individual and school levels.
From preliminary analysis, we selected a set of covariates that are most predictive of the outcomes. The selected individual-level predictors (coded as dummy variables) include age (13-18 years), sex, race (white, black, Hispanic, other) and school entrance age (6, 7, > 7 years); the school-level predictors include school size (< 50 or ≥ 50 teachers) and the public/private school indicator. No interaction term was found to be a significant predictor of SED. Other covariates tested were student nationality and religion and the school's urbanicity, average student age, race proportion, and an "education climate" variable summarizing neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics. These variables were excluded because they were not statistically significant predictors or are hard to obtain in routine school-based surveys.
Results of model-fitting
Using the hierarchical Bayes approach, we fitted the two-level bivariate models (1) and (2) to the NCS-A school sample, ignoring the third-level clustering by sampling strata. We used MLwiN 2.02 to run 5 chains of hybrid adaptive Gibbs sampling (to estimate variance components) and Metropolis-Hastings sampling (to estimate regression coefficients). Each chain has different starting values and all have 10,000 burn-in and 10,000 iterations. Convergence is checked by the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman and Rubin 1992) . Table 1 shows the posterior means of coefficients from the models with a continuous outcome (columns 1, 2) and with a dichotomized outcome (columns 3, 4). As expected, the coefficients for the K6 score, β 1 , are very similar across models. The signs of the coefficients for the K6 and the two SED outcomes are the same. The coefficients for the binary SED are roughly 1.5 to 2 times those for continuous SED for most covariates. This concordance is plausible since the K6, the linear SED score and the dichotomized SED all measure mental status, with higher score indicating worse status. We also fitted the corresponding three-level bivariate models with the sampling strata as the third level. The coefficient estimates are similar to those of two-level models and therefore are not shown. Estimates of variance components from the two-level models (Table 2) suggest that although concordance between the K6 and SED scores is only modest for individuals (ρ e = 0.544 and 0.453 for models (1) and (2), respectively), the school-level random effects for the two measures are strongly correlated (ρ v = 0.845 and 0.754). The lower correlation in the binary model is due to the information loss in dichotomization. In three-level models, stratum-level variance only accounts for a quarter of the total cluster (second-and third-) level variance in Y 2 . The estimated individual-level and school-level correlations are similar to those from two-level models. These findings support the feasibility of using short screening scales like the K6 as an alternative to more comprehensive lay assessments in estimating school-level rates of SED among adolescents.
Predictive models and predictions
In a school-wide screening, the target population is exactly the survey sample, and in the NCS-A the same covariates are used for all outcomes. Therefore, we simplify the presentation by letting J i1 = J i2 = J i , X 1 = X 2 = X. From results in Section 2.3.2, the key component in the in-sample small-area prediction of cluster mean isX i β 2 +μ si =X i (β 2 − c si β 1 ) + c siȲi1 . The prediction coefficients c si depend on the cluster sample size J i . Table 3 The dependence of the prediction coefficients on sample size explains why we performed a bivariate analysis instead of directly regressing Y 2 on Y 1 . The coefficient in our bivariate model increases with J i , as reliability of estimation improves. The coefficient ofȲ 1i in a simple univariate regression model is the same regardless of J i . In fact, the sample size of a school screening, potentially hundreds of adolescents, is much larger than the NCS-A sample in any school, so the correct coefficients c si can only be obtained by extrapolation under our bivariate model, not by direct empirical regression modeling in any available dataset.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, small-area estimation of the school-level random effects is also useful in screening of individuals. Consider two large schools, one with moderately low (v i1 = −σ v1 ) and one with moderately high (v i1 = σ v1 ) mean K6 scores. This implies a difference of 2ρ v σ v2 = 0.32 on the probit scale in their estimates of v 2 . Then two adolescents with the same moderately high K6 score and characteristics X might have predicted probabilities of SED of 6.7% and 12.3% respectively at the two schools. Conversely, if referral to followup evaluation were determined by predicted probability of SED after administering the K6 screener, we would set the K6 cutoff lower in a school with a higher mean K6 score. Table 3 : In-sample prediction coefficients of models (1) estimated from the NCS-A. 
Reliability
The reliability of small-area estimates defined in (13) for a given cluster sample size J i (Table   4 ) is a measure of variance reduction. For out-of-sample prediction from a school sample of size 200, small-area data on the K6 and covariates reduces variance in predicting the linear and dichotomized SED scores by 60% and 54%, respectively. Reliability is consistently lower from the discrete than the continuous model due to the information loss in dichotomization.
The reliability of in-sample prediction is larger than that of out-of-sample case, both converging to the upper bound ρ 2 v . Table 4 : Reliability of small-area estimates (defined in eq. (13)) in NCS-A data. 
MODEL VALIDATION
Sensitivity to prior specification
We evaluated the validity of models with continuous and binary outcomes, here presenting results for the former, our preferred model. We first examine the sensitivity of parameter estimates to the prior specification for the covariance matrix Σ
0v ), focusing in correlation. With only 282 schools, the prior distribution could substantially affect estimates of the second-level correlation. In our main analysis, we set the prior sample size b 0v = 3 and the scale matrix Σ 0v to a diagonal matrix with MLEs of variance components on the diagonal. Setting b 0v < 3, b 0v = 3, b 0v > 3 yields marginal prior distributions of the correlations that are convex, uniform on [-1,1] and concave, respectively (Barnard et al. 2000) . We fitted the same model with the b 0v = 2, 3, 4 and (σ 
Posterior predictive checks
To check model fit, we obtained 1000 posterior draws of parameters (β, Σ) from the fitted model, and simulated models (1) and (2) with the same covariates to generate new outcomes Y . In effect, we simulated new subjects in new schools with the same sample sizes and individual and school covariates as in the NCS-A data. We compare summary statistics of the observed data to their simulated expectations in Table 6 , and report posterior predictive p-values, defined here as the posterior predictive probability that the simulated statistic is smaller than its observed value (Gelman et al. 1996 ; also see of simulated prevalences is only 0.113, implying some lack of predictive fit at the high end.
Nonetheless, it might be more important to identify the schools with the highest prevalences as targets for intervention than to predict their exact prevalences. In the NCS-A data, 21
out of the 29 (72.4%) schools among the top 10% by predicted prevalence are also among the top 10% by observed prevalence, showing success in identifying outlier schools despite underestimation of the highest prevalences.
As another check on model adequacy, we compared direct and model-based estimates for aggregates of schools. In the NCS-A, the data are collected from 42 geographical strata, some of which have small sample sizes and large sampling variances. We collapse the strata into 14 larger geographical strata (details available upon request). The direct estimates are weighted averages of the observed school means of Φ(Y 2 ) within each strata and the weights are proportional to school sizes. In 10 out 14 strata, the errors of the bivariate predictions fall within the 95% confidence intervals of the direct estimates. The same strata were identified as having the two highest observed and predicted prevalences, but those prevalences were underestimated; these results parallel those for the highest prevalence schools.
Comparison with alternative methods
To demonstrate the value of the various information sources synthesized in our bivariate model, we compared it to four alternative prediction approaches:
(A) A simple regression-synthetic model (Rao 2003, ch. 4.2) : We first regress individuallevel SED score on covariates without K6, and then calculate individual predictions and thus predict school means. This approach represents the standard in previous small-area estimation of mental health (e.g., Hudson 2010).
(B) A similar regression-synthetic model including K6 as a predictor.
(C) A univariate random-effects logistic model without K6 as a predictor.
(D) The same as (C) but including K6 as a predictor.
Both (C) and (D) implement the two-level univariate model
(D) includes Y 1 but treats it like other covariates (Rao 2003, ch. 10 ). We fitted NCS-A data to model (15) assuming flat priors for σ 2 v , σ 2 e , and obtained predictive draws of SED prevalence by drawing parameters (α,β,σ v ,σ e ), simulating random effectsv,ė, and calculating the outcomeẎ ij2 = Y ij1α + X ijβ +v i +ė ij , using 1000 draws to estimate the posterior mean and 95% predictive interval for prevalence at each school.
Predictions from these models are compared with our bivariate model in Table 7 . The models with K6 clearly outperform their counterparts without K6, showing the importance of small-area screening data. The random-effects models with K6 improve on the regressionsynthetic models, demonstrating the value of the "shrinkage" of estimates from the those models, whether univariate or bivariate. The bivariate model has smaller MSE and MAE than the univariate model. Sample sizes per school in the NCS-A are small, ranging from 10 to 45. An actual schoolbased screening exercise would obtain data from most of the enrolled students, typically hundreds of students. To compare the performance of the proposed bivariate method and the alternative univariate model under more realistic conditions, we simulated a dataset with a larger school sample size using parameters estimated from the NCS-A data. We also simulate schools with small sample sizes for comparison. We generated 800 schools, consisting of 4 sets of 200 schools with sample sizes J = 1, 25, 200, 400, respectively. We gave each simulated school the covariate distribution of a randomly chosen actual school (sample size larger than 30) by sampling J X's with replacement from that school. We drew a value of (β, Σ) from the posterior parameter distribution given the NCS-A data and substituted it and the simulated X into model (1) to generate the outcomes, SED and K6. To represent parameter uncertainty, we drew (β, Σ) (and outcomes) repeatedly from the same posterior distribution. All later inference is based on the sample combined across draws. We then applied the bivariate and univariate models to the simulated data to get the prediction of the SED prevalence in each school and the associated 95% predictive intervals, repeating the entire process 10 times to get an average prediction and interval coverage. The simulated school SED prevalence ranges from 0.014 to 0.143 with mean 0.053. The MSE's and MAE's are displayed in Table 8 . As expected, the prediction errors and the length of the predictive intervals decreased significantly with increasing sample size. With the smallest sample sizes, the univariate model performs slightly better than the bivariate, but the bivariate model dominates with larger samples. With J = 400, the MSE of the bivariate model is 21% less than that of the univariate model (D). This matches our theoretical observation that the prediction coefficients of univariate model are the same regardless of sample size and thus this model fitted to the NCS-A does not predict as well as the bivariate model in more realistic large samples. 
DISCUSSION
Motivated by the NCS-A, we developed a methodology to estimate the small-area prevalence of serious emotional disturbance from a short screening scale, the K6, in schools in the United
States. We modeled the joint distribution of SED and K6 scores in the NCS-A sample by a bivariate random effects model, from which we derived small-area estimation procedures.
Under this model, predictive means and intervals for both continuous and binary outcomes can be calculated for schools at which the short screening scale, but not the full diagnostic interview, is administered to students. These bivariate methods can be useful for a wide range of applications where a desired outcome is difficult or expensive to measure, but an alternative measure is more readily available.
A simpler approach, used in many previous small-area estimation applications, is to treat the cluster mean of the inexpensive source as a cluster-level covariate and fit a univariate random-effects model. This approach may not be adequate, however, when sample sizes per cluster are small enough so estimates of cluster means for the inexpensive source have substantial sampling variability relative to between-cluster variation. In that case, the regression coefficient will vary depending on sample size, and the bivariate model is required to determine model coefficients that would be used in applications with sample sizes very different from those of the original survey used for estimation of model parameters.
Two cases that differ in the relationship between the screening sample and the target population were explored in detail. Out-of-sample prediction assumes assumes that the sample and target population are distinct. It yields conservative estimates of precision when there is a small overlap. In-sample prediction takes into account both the cluster-and individuallevel relationships between the K6 and SED, and should be used when there is substantial overlap. Two important applications of this analysis are prediction for individuals, and smallarea estimation when almost the entire population of the cluster is assessed as would be the case in a school screening survey. Estimates from our data suggest that even individual-level predictions of the probability of SED can be substantially improved by taking into account estimated school-level prevalence.
Dichotomization of the predicted probability of SED leads to information loss, leading to lower reliability and larger predictive error which is also reflected in worse convergence of the MCMC sampler. Even though dichotomization is commonplace in mental health diagnosis, we recommend continuous measurement of the probability of diagnosis whenever possible.
The NCS-A application has significant practical importance (Li et al. 2010) . We are now developing a simple computerized tool for administration of the survey and calculation of predicted prevalence and individual probabilities. Coefficients for various sample sizes are simple functions of J i that can be programmed into the tool.
Our models assumed normality of the random effects at both levels. Moderate deviations from normality should have little affect on model performance. Diagnostics applied to the NCS-A data suggested some lack of fit (longer than predicted tails) at the high end of the distribution. Our method approximately preserves the rank of prevalences in the upper tail, but underestimate their magnitudes. Thus the possible lack of normality might be more of an issue for estimating resources needed by schools than for determining which schools have the greatest needs. Alternative models might accommodate non-normality of the level-2 random effects using an explicit asymmetrical long-tailed bivariate distribution, by transformation of bivariate normal variables, or by a normal mixture or Dirichlet process approximation. Each approach would require new efficient computational tools since no analytical forms would be available for bivariate analysis.
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APPENDIX
To get f (t ij2 |D i , θ), we first obtain the joint distribution of (v i1 + e ij1 , v i1 +ē i(−j)1 , v i2 + e ij2 ): By the standard results of multivariate normal distribution, the conditional distribution of t ij2 = v i2 + e ij2 given the observed data on the first two variables, i.e., Y ij1 − X ij1 β 1 and Y i(−j)1 −X i(−j)1 β 1 , is normal with mean and variance given in equations (4), (5). Similarly for s i , we first write down the joint distribution of (s i1 , s i2 ):
and then easily obtain the conditional distribution of s i2 |(D i , θ) as in (6).
